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G7 C7 F
G7 C7 F C7

C7/8
SHE’S THE TALK OF THE TOWN, SHE’S ALWAYS AROUND
F/8
THE WAHINE WITH THE LAUHALA HAT
C7/8
WHEN SHE WALKS DOWN THE STREET

SHE’S ALWAYS BARE FEET
G7/2   C7/4   F/4
THE WAHINE WITH THE LAUHALA HAT

C7/4
WHEN SHE’S AT A LUAU SHE NEVER SAYS PAU (pause)
F/8
THE WAHINE WITH THE LAUHALA HAT
C7/8
WHEN SHE DRINKS UP THE OKE

THEY ALL GO FOR BROKE
G7/2   C7/2   F/4
THE WAHINE WITH THE LAUHALA HAT
CHORUS:

A /4          E7 /4
YOU CAN SEE HER EVERY DAY, BUSY WORKING AWAY
A /4          E7 /4
WEAVING LAUHALA MATS AND LITTLE LAUHALA HATS
A /4
WHEN SHE DOES HER LITTLE DANCE
E7 /4
YOU JUST GO IN A TRANCE
A /4          C /4
CAUSE SHE DID IT BEFORE AND THEY KEPT YELLING FOR MORE

C7 /4
ALL YOUR TROUBLES WILL GO IF YOU GET TO KNOW
F /4          Dm /2          F /4
THE WAHINE WITH THE LAUHALA HAT
C7 /4
THERE IS NO ONE SO FINE SHE'S SIMPLY DEVINE
G7 /2          C7 /2          F /4
THE WAHINE WITH THE LAUHALA HAT

(TAG ENDING)
G7          C7          F
THE WAHINE WITH THE LAUHALA HAT